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The Healing Truth: A Journey of Healing from Sexual Abuse is an inspiring message to those
who have experienced sexual abuse, rape and incest. We are not alone, there is greater
meaning in the healing we each do individually. As we heal ourselves, we heal our families, our
communities, and our world. Healing is a journey, a journey of love. Love for ourselves and the
paths we walk. This photographic series, this art of healing, brings awareness and validation to
the devastating effects of these abuses while simultaneously sharing a profound journey of
transformation and truth that strengthens and unites us all. The Healing Truth provides a
workbook page to inspire its readers to honor truths of their own. A percentage of the author's
proceeds are donated to organizations providing services to those who are healing from sexual
abuse.
Simplified Chinese edition of Angry Arthur
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The Noble Prize winner for 40 years, the first Chinese translation of the immortal science
classic. To Truly live with nature and to admiire its beauty, to become a true zoologist Konrad
Lorenz, the world's leading authority on contemporary animal behavior. This Nobel Prize
Laureate Konrad Lorenz chose Grey Goose tocarry out such a long study of animal behavior
becauase the greay geese have a lot of similiarities with human beings
Sunskipper
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Simplified Chinese edition of Lafcadio, The Lion Who Shot Back, a Shel Silverstein
classic. Acadia didn't have a name when he lived in the jungle. Is he Acadia? Or is he
just another lion? Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Pinyin romanization of all Chinese characters. Chinese-English section arranged
alphabetically according to pronunciation.
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Improve health, attract wealth, strive towards happiness, go against the trend of
transshipment! Set up candle formation and form prayer words to make a wish in order
to accelerate the power of magical dreams and solve various problems that trouble you.
With the energy of candles of different colors, placing them in the right position is
enough to affect the energy state of yourself and external things to make you realize
what you want and solve your upset problems. This is a classic candle.
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Oracle Press????
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Traditional Chinese edition of 'Footprints in the Snow: The Autobiography of a
Chinese Buddhist Monk' by Master Chan Sheng yen. Although the Chan
Buddhism mostly concentrates in the East, Master Chan Sheng Yen's reach is
global with his charity work. His Holiness Dalai Lama praised, ..". my immediate
and very profound feeling is that I am listening to words of wisdom from someone
who is very experienced and a great practitioner.
A doctor of traditional Chinese medicine explains Huangdi Neijing - "Yellow
Emperor's Inner Canon." This ancient medical text focus on the fundamentals of
health instead of treatment, and is still being followed today. It is comparable in
importance to the Hippocratic Corpus. This is the third segment of the text. In
Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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Traditional Chinese edition of Sounds Dreadful (Horrible Science). The series explains
scientific concepts with funny stories, experiments, anecdotes and illustrations. Titles in
the Horrible Science series have received the most prestigious prize for best science
writing for children presented by the UK National Academy of Science: Royal Society
Prizes for Science Books in 1997, 2001, 2003 and 2004. In Traditional Chinese.
Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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